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BOWIE PUMPS
INSTALLATION - OPERATION - MAINTENANCE
PUMPING PRINCIPLE:
The meshing of the gears cause a slight depression, with the resulting unmeshing of the gears causing a vacuum drawing
the fluid being pumped into the space between the teeth of the gear. The liquid is carried between the teeth and the case
to the opposite side of the pump. The fluid is also forced into the discharge line by the meshing of the gears. Bowie
Pumps are positive displacement pumps. The pumping gears are of equal size and are the only two moving parts in the
pump, which promotes longer life.

PUMP CAPACITY:
The Series 300, 400 and 500 - 2" and 3" Bowie Pumps are designed and �ecommended to be operated not to exceed
400 RPM and not in excess of 100 psi of pressure. At this speed the 2" Bowie Pump will deliver approximately 140 GPM
at no discharge pressure and the 3" will deliver approximately 238 GPM. The Series 8100 - 9100, 1¼" · l½" are de
signed and recommended to be operated not to exceed 780 RPM. At this speed either size will deliver approximately 48
GPM and not in excess of 100 psi of pressure. The Bowie Pump is a rotary pump, and the delivery rate will vary some
with the differential pressure and the viscosity of the liquid. The Bowie Pumps operate either clockwise or counter·
clockwise with equal efficiency. No alterations are necessary relative to connections, but it must be remembered that
when reversing rotation, the flow of liquid is also reversed in that suction line becomes discharge line and vice versa.
The suction line must always be at least the same size of the suction port.

INSTALLATION:
Bowie Pumps are ideally adapted to truck mount power take-off drive. The most popular method of tank truck install
ation is "Direct Drive" with two U-joints being utilized (one on each end of the drive shaft). A sleeve joint is recom·
mended at the pump to compensate for any play caused by road conditions. The alignment is of utmost importance in
mounting pumps on tank trucks. Misalignment will cause excessive wear on U·joints, and many breakdowns due to U·
joint failure. The alignment should be held to not less than 3 degrees and not more than 15 degrees line connection if
possible and never should be allowed a deviation in excess of 20 degrees variation between the two joints. It is pointed
out that even though an alignment in excess of 20 degrees does not exist this WILL NOT CAUSE PUMP FAILURE.
Chain and V-belt drives are the most popular and economical method for installing the Bowie Pump on drive equip·
ment other than tank trucks. It is recommended to use a pillow block bearing on all series of Bowie Pumps when using
V-Belt or chain drives, due to the side pull and weight bn the drive shaft.
IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT A STRAINER OR SCREEN BE INSTALLED ON THE SUCTION LINE TO PREVENT
FOREIGN MATTER FROM ENTERING THE PUMP, CAUSING COSTLY BREAKDOWNS. THIS STRAINER OR
SCREEN SHOULD BE LARGE ENOUGH AS TO NOT OBSTRUCT SUCTION.

LUBRICATION:
Bowie Pumps require lubrication only where grease fittings are provided. All bearing and bushing type pumps require
a good grade of gun grease to insure longer life of the pumps. No lubrication is required on bushing or bearing type
pumps if oil is pumped exclusively. This is the only exception. Periodic lubrication is of utmost importance in the care
of the Bowie Pumps. This point cannot be over emphasized, and depending on use, this greasing should be done every
four (4) hours of co_Qtinuous operation.

ADJUSTMENT FOR CLEARANCE: All Series BOWIE PUMPS
Should it be necessary to adjust the pumps due to excessive clearance from normal wear of the impellers between the
front and back plate housing, remove the backplate and remove one, two or three, etc., pump gaskets as may be re·
quired to take up the slack. Replace back plate; being extremely careful that the remaihing gaskets do not crimp or
wrinkle, and tighten bolts diametrically opposed to each other, pulling each bolt up evenly.
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